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Abstract: In software development life cycle (SDLC), testing phase is the most important phase. In regression testing there evolves the 
number of test cases that are impractical to test all of them. Therefore to overcome this problem, testing is done using selected test cases 
to reduce the testing effort and get the desired result accurately. We present the selection of test cases with the help of Bee Colony 
Optimization (BCO) Algorithm. The Algorithm proposed here uses swarm based intelligence technique on Maximum coverage to select
the best of breed test case to evaluate any errors in the development cycle therefore the BCO produce optimal no. of test cases solving 
optimization problem. 
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1. Introduction
 
Testing is the process of evaluating a system or its 
component with the intent to find that whether it satisfies the 
specified requirements or not. In simple words testing is 
executing a system in order to identify any gaps, errors or 
missing requirements in contrary to the actual desire or 
requirements [1]. 
 
In software development life cycle Testing Phase is the 
important phase to develop the high quality software 
product. Software Testing is labor intensive process which 
also associated with high cost. As software once delivered 
comes in maintenance phase where it undergoes constant 
change and to test these changes we use Regression testing. 
Regression testing follows selective re testing techniques. 
 
Test case selection/prioritization techniques try to find an 
ordering/ranking of test cases so that some test case 
adequacy can be maximized as early as possible [15]. Test 
case optimization and filtration depend on quality of initial 
population of test cases. Selection and prioritization of test 
cases are the two important solutions to the problem of test 
case optimization. Test case filtration and prioritization are 
closely related. In fact, test cases can be filtered by selecting 
the first N ordered test cases. Therefore, any test case 
prioritization algorithm can be used as a test case selection 
algorithm. Naturally, it is desirable to select those test cases 
that are most likely to reveal defects in the program under 
test. 
 
Due to the resource and time constraints for re-executing 
large test suites, it is mandatory to optimize available test 
suites by using test cases prioritization, test case filtration, 
test case selection and test suite minimization. This paper is 
based on maximum coverage of path exist in problem 
program i.e. to find all the path execute in the program. In 
regression testing there is large number of test cases but due 
to time and cost constraint it’s not possible to execute all of 
them. So Test case optimization is done to reduce the 
number of test cases and selection is of effective test cases. 
 
In Path testing there are number of Independent paths 
generated which are useful in testing the different type of 
coverage. Independent paths are generated with the help of 

Control flow graphs. We prioritize or select the test cases 
based on criteria or quality or fitness value of path generated 
by CFG. So researcher used the various approaches based on 
swarm intelligence which are search based for selection or 
prioritization of test cases. In the past number of Meta 
heuristic approaches have been used to solve the 
optimization problem but results are with serious demerits. 
The Bee Colony Optimization approach is capable to 
produce effective number of test cases which are able to 
maximum coverage of paths generated with the help of CFG 
.The effective test cases are those which covers all the nodes 
in minimum time of independent paths which are considered 
to be an important criterion to generate the effective test 
cases for path coverage. 
 
2. Related Work 
 
There are number of approaches have been proposed to 
reduces the no. of test cases by applying GA(Genetic 
algorithm) and ACO(Ant Colony Optimization). GA 
(Genetic Algorithm) is a directed search algorithms based on 
the “mechanics” of biological evolution which is developed 
by John Holland. GA Provide efficient, effective techniques 
for optimization used genetic operator to calculate fitness 
function. But There are some disadvantages of GA that it’s 
not so effective to solve a problem involving single measure 
for evaluation, external optimization, not sufficient to 
converge to a solution which cause results are to consistent. 
 
The Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) meta-heuristic is a 
suite of algorithms inspired by the foraging behaviour of 
ants. Demerit of ACO is it waste large amount of computing 
resource to generate test cases. In ACO converges is 
guaranteed but time to convergence are uncertain, length of 
test sequence is higher and repetition of nodes in same 
sequence. The proposed algorithm is used to generate best 
number of test cases and to achieve maximum coverage of 
paths. Here we used BCO (Bee Colony Optimization) 
Algorithm where bees finding the food sites (test cases) then 
calculate their quality (fitness) which used to identify the 
best test cases with maximum coverage and less computing 
resources. 
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3. Bee Colony Optimisation: BCO-Approach 

Bee colony optimisation (BCO) algorithm which is a swarm 
based meta-heuristic algorithm for optimizing problems. It 
was inspired by the intelligent foraging behaviour of honey 
bees .The model consists of three essential components: 
employed and unemployed foraging bees, and food sources. 
The first two components, employed and unemployed 
foraging bees, search for rich food Sites, which is the third 
component, close to their hive. The model also defines two 
leading modes of behaviour which are necessary for self-
organizing and collective intelligence: recruitment of 
foragers to rich food sources resulting in positive feedback 
and abandonment of poor sources by foragers causing 
negative feedback [9]. 
 
In BCO, a colony of artificial forager bees (agents) search 
for rich artificial food sites (good solutions for a given 
problem). Then, the artificial bees randomly discover a 
population of initial solution vectors and then iteratively 
improve them by employing the strategies: moving towards 
better solutions by means of a neighbour search mechanism 
while abandoning poor solutions. 
 
4. Proposed Strategy 
 

The Proposed strategy used to solve the problem of Test 
Case Optimization using BCO Algorithm [12]. The aim of 
proposed approach is to find the best food source (Test case 
with maximum coverage). The positions of food sources 
represent the solutions of the optimization problem and the 
amount of food which defines the fitness or quality of the 
solution. The Main steps of BCO Algorithms are: 
 Place the Employed bees on food sources and measure 

their amount of food. 
 Calculate the probability value of food source with which 

they are selected by Selector bee. 
 Stop the exploitation process of food source unused by the 

bees. 
 Sent the scout bees for discovering new food source to 

search area randomly. 
 Remember the best food source found so far. 

 
The entire process of working is divided in between three 
types of bees. They are: 
 Employed bee 
 Onlooker Bee 
 Scout bee 

 
The main Principle and working of proposed approach: 
BCO approach is a Meta heuristic population based 
approach. Solution of optimisation problem is represented by 
each test case. The quality of each test case is calculated by 
the fitness value of problem. The work proposes that by 
using the algorithm we generate the optimise test cases and 
will contain all possible independent paths along with its test 
data. The test data will be the required input to be given to 
the program, for travelling along the path and vice versa [6]. 
 
Initially we make the program corresponding Control Flow 
Graph. Now from control flow graph, the different 

independent paths are generated. Each independent path 
would comprise number of normal nodes and predicate 
nodes. Every independent path would represent a Test Case 
.Now the BCO algorithm is applied to generate a test suite of 
selected test cases which would passes through the 
independent paths and hence into to the test cases. 
 
Consider the figure 2. Here the scouts’ bee acts as search 
agent which searches for the execution state of the test cases 
also initialises the test cases with the initial test data with the 
help of white box testing techniques. Then the bee calculates 
the fitness value of each test case by computing the coverage 
of each node. This process is repeated till we found 
executable state. 
 
Then the employee’s bee passes the fitness value of the 
processed nodes to the onlooker agent. The employee bee 
compares the fitness value of nodes with the fitness value of 
the neighbouring nodes. If the fitness value of node is found 
greater than the neighbouring fitness value, then the node’s 
information is stored in the optimal test case database. The 
node whose fitness value is found less is stored in the 
abandoned repository. New Test data are again generated by 
scouts’ bees from the abandoned repository and again the 
same process of employed bee is repeated. The algorithm for 
test case optimization using Bee Colony optimization 
approach is presented in the further section. 
 
5. Algorithmic Structure of BCO 
 
The general algorithmic structure of the BCO optimization 
approach and pseudo code is given as follows: 
 
Initialization Phase 
REPEAT 
Employed Bees Phase 
Onlooker Bees Phase 
Scout Bees Phase 
Memorize the best solution achieved so far 
 
UNTIL (Cycle = Maximum Cycle Number or a Maximum 
CPU time) 
1. In the initialization phase, the population of food sites 

(solutions) is initialized by artificial scout bees and 
control parameters are set. 

2. Search for an executable state and evaluate the test 
node. 

3. Initialise the current path as cycle=1 
4. Repeat 
5. Produce initial food sites randomly that correspond to 

solution using: 
Xij= Xjmin + rand (Xjmax-Xjmin) 
Rand (0, 1) 

6. Test data are generated with the help of white box 
testing techniques like equivalence partitioning and 
boundary value analysis. 

7. Greedy selection process is applied on generated test 
data. 

8. Pass the generated test data to SUT and calculate the 
fitness value. 

9. Test cases with highest fitness value are selected by 
onlookers’ bee and leave the rest.  
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10. Same process is repeated till a particular test data with 
100% fitness value and 0% fitness value is produced.  
Pm= fitm (Xm)/∑ fitm (Xm) 
Where Pm is the probability function which signifies the 
probability with which the ith test data traversers an 
independent test path successfully. 

11.  Store the test case to the optimal database. 
12. New Test data generated by scouts bee in next iteration 

and go to step 5 
 
For implementation of the above algorithm, our approach 
uses the BCO Test Case Optimization tool to select the best 
Test Cases with maximum coverage by applying the BCO 
algorithm. The tool considers a program as an input to 
generate independent paths. Using the generated independent 
paths Test Cases are traversed along the paths with the help 
of ABC algorithm. On executing this test cases with 
maximum coverage (High fitness Value) are selected. 
Finally the optimal Test cases are generated. 

 
Figure1: Flow Diagram BCO algorithm 

 
6. Problem Solved Using BCO Based on 

Maximum Coverage 
 
Test Case Prioritization based on white box testing helps to 
prioritize the test cases based on the internal structure of the 
program. Therefore knowledge of internal structure of code 
used to find the test cases required to provide maximum test 
coverage. [4] Path testing is a type of white box testing that 
selects the set of test paths exist in the program. In path 
testing it picks number of paths to assure that every 
program statement is executed at least once. 

6.1 Example 
 
For illustration purpose we have taken the triangle problem 
to classify a triangle. Inputs are given to three sides of 
triangle and out will be one of these: scalene, isosceles, 
equilateral and not a triangle [1]. On executing the program 
code provided as input to the tool. The forager bees i.e. 
onlooker bees will generate different numbers of paths. In 
the program there are 18 nodes and number of independent 
path generated are: 
 
 

1 ABFGNPQR  
2. ABFGNOQR  
3. ABCEGNPQR  
4. ABCEQNOQR  
5. ABFGHJIMQR  
6. ABFGHJKMQR 
7. ABFGHIMQR 

 
Figure 2: Flow graph of the triangle problem code 

 
According to proposed BCO algorithm, the steps takes 
places are: 
1. All the paths are initializes as test cases. 
2. Scout bees Initialize the current traversal path as 

cycle=1 
3. Repeat 
4. Generate new test cases Xij using formula for movement 

of scout bees: 
Xij= Xjmin + rand (Xjmax-Xjmin) 
Xij= initial test case 
Xjmin (minimum numbers of test cases) =1 
Xjmax (maximum numbers of test cases) =7 
Rand=A random Number (0, 1) 
So, Xij= 1 + 0 * 7-1 = 1 (Path number) 

5. ABFGNPQR is selected by employee bee as it traverses. 
6. Generate the test data using functional testing 

techniques. 
7. Calculate the fitness value. 
8. Onlooker bees selects the test cases which having 

highest fitness value and leave the rest. 
9. In the next iteration cycle scouts bee generate the new 

test data and repeat step 5. 
10. Selected test cases or data are stored in database. 
11. Go to Step 1 and Repeat the same the process for other 

test paths. 
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Table 1: Test cases with input, output path covered and 
fitness value 

 
 
If the test case data covered all the nodes of path so the 
fitness value with respect to path is 100% where if they don’t 
covered test node completely then for the path ABFGNPQR, 
fitness value are 0%. 
 
7. Comparison

Using the swarm based intelligence algorithm there are exist 
a probability of falling into a Local optimum but using Bee 
colony optimization algorithm probability is low. As BCO 
work as combination of both local and global search ability 
with main aim is to improve. Here is some figure which 
shows that using BCO approach it achieves maximum 
coverage based on Number of Cycles, percentages of path 
covered which increases and maintain consistency after a fix 
threshold value. 

 

 
Figure 3: No of lines of code vs. non-feasible path 

 

Figure 4: No of runs vs. paths 

 
Figure 5: No of cycles vs. percentage covered 

 
The graph from Figure 4 plots the number of runs and path 
showing the paths which increased incrementally. The line 
of graph is having lesser slope. The Figure 5, graph plots 
comparison between BCO, ACO and GA [2] between 
number of non-feasible paths and the LOC. This graph 
testifies that the BCO distinguishes and accounts less 
number of non-feasible paths. Thus more number of feasible 
paths with test data is covered. But GA doesn’t find any non-
feasible paths. Non-feasible paths are the paths which cannot 
be processed using any generated test data. Hence, the non-
feasible path is technically accessible but logically cannot be 
processed. This approach of BCO will return non feasible 
paths if any path generated using BCO are not accessible 
using any test data. 

8. Screenshots
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9. Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper, the test case selection is done based upon Bee 
Colony Optimization (BCO).We investigated the 
performance of standard of the Bee Colony algorithm and 
compared their performances against other swarm based 
intelligence algorithm. Also the results’ showing that BCO 
approach is much better than the other optimizing algorithm. 
BCO approach is more efficient and work faster for 
optimizing test cases. The proposed BCO algorithm has been 
explained using example on maximum coverage or 
maximum path coverage. The search bee looks for path until 
they get 100% coverage test data. In future, there different 
other factors can be added to increase the efficiency of the 
BCO approach and give more prioritized and optimized test 
case results. 
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